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cubicles and vanities for a stylish 2010
Vitrex is currently completing the installation of hundreds of its popular 
Vitraflex toilet cubicles and vanity tops in several new stadiums, being built 
and also in those requiring refurbishment ahead of the FIFA© 2010 Soccer 
World Cup.

An ImpreSSIVe order book
Soccer City
The company is currently in the final stages of supplying and installing 
over 1 200 toilet cubicles and more than 200 vanity tops for the upgrading 
of Soccer City in Johannesburg. This award-winning stadium will host 
the opening ceremony and opening match, as well as the final of the 
prestigious tournament. 

The enamel colour selected by the architects was ‘Graphite Grey’, and 
for this contract a completely new vanity design, the Vitraflex pb2010, 
was engineered by the Vitrex Technical office in accordance with specific 
design and performance parameters.

In addition, Vitrex supplied over 800 Vitraclad vitreous enamelled steel 
cladding panels in a light gauge construction. “The ‘Slate Grey’ panels are 
being installed as part of a functional screen across the top of the stands,” 
explains brendan eagar, Contracts manager for Vitrex.

Mbombela Stadium
The company is also supplying and installing over 650 Vitraflex toilet 
cubicles for the new mbombela Stadium on the outskirts of nelspruit. 
The proven modular cubicle system will be fitted with Vitrex’s new 
stainless steel “telescopic” leg anchors which not only provide for ease of 
installation and for adjustment of levels, but also eliminate conspicuous 
floor mountings, facilitate ease of cleaning and improve hygiene through 
the reduction of potential bacterial growth at the base of the stiles. A wide 
range of enamel colours – some specifically developed and formulated 
by Vitrex for the project – were selected for different ablution areas of the 
stadium.

Royal Bafokeng Sports Palace 
For the extension and refurbishment project at the royal bafokeng Sports 
palace in rustenburg, completed in April this year, Vitrex provided for the 
installation of over 100 toilet cubicles, vanity tops and bathroom signage 
panels. Vitrex had been involved with the original construction of the 
stadium in the 90s when a custom-made cubicle system was adopted, 
and once again the company has supplied the ‘palace’ with cubicles in 
different enamel colours, featuring bespoke stainless steel and galvanised 
mild steel support elements in lieu of the standard stile components, all of 
which have been manufactured in-house at the Vitrex production facility in 
Jet park, boksburg.

Green Point Stadium
Finally, Vitrex has just completed the supply of 430 toilet cubicles for the 
new Green point Stadium in Cape Town through an order secured by their 
Western Cape agents and specialist subcontractor, Façade projects. “The 
company’s hygienic stainless steel floating leg anchors were specified” 
eager added. “The colour of the enamel surfaces was ‘Singapore White’ 
with the aluminium elements of the system supplied in a matching ‘Traffic 
White’ polyester powder coated finish.”

produced by fusing three layers of glass to sheet steel at temperatures 
over 800 degrees Celsius, Vitraflex cubicle and vanity top enamel surfaces 
are impervious to chemicals, graffiti and bacterial or mould growth. The 
brilliant enamel colours are permanent, resistant to abrasion and are very 
easy to maintain. A standard range of around 20 colours is available with 
an almost unlimited choice available on request.

Unique products: 

pictured above are some of the 430 toilet cubicles supplied by Vitrex for the new 
Green point Stadium in Cape Town.
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Tech box

Vitraflex toilet cubicles and vanity tops 
• produced by fusing three layers of glass to sheet   
 steel 
• Impervious to chemicals and graffiti 
• Impervious to bacterial and mould growth 
• brilliant enamel colours are permanent
•  resistant to abrasion and easy to maintain
• 20 standard colours and custom colours available 

pictured here is the new Vitraflex 
stainless steel “telescopic” stile leg 
anchors as supplied for the new 
mbombela Stadium in nelspruit.


